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Cognitive Computation Group approach to RTE
n Problem statement: Given a corpus of entailment pairs (T,H)Problem statement: Given a corpus of entailment pairs (T,H)Problem statement: Given a corpus of entailment pairs (T,H)Problem statement: Given a corpus of entailment pairs (T,H)

¨ Task requires us to ‘explain’ the content of the Hypothesis (H) using Task requires us to ‘explain’ the content of the Hypothesis (H) using Task requires us to ‘explain’ the content of the Hypothesis (H) using Task requires us to ‘explain’ the content of the Hypothesis (H) using 
content in the Text (T) (plus some background knowledge).  content in the Text (T) (plus some background knowledge).  content in the Text (T) (plus some background knowledge).  content in the Text (T) (plus some background knowledge).  

¨ If all elements in H can be explained, label is ‘YES’; otherwise, ‘NO’.If all elements in H can be explained, label is ‘YES’; otherwise, ‘NO’.If all elements in H can be explained, label is ‘YES’; otherwise, ‘NO’.If all elements in H can be explained, label is ‘YES’; otherwise, ‘NO’.

n Goals:Goals:Goals:Goals:
¨ Attack the TE problem using Attack the TE problem using Attack the TE problem using Attack the TE problem using dividedividedividedivide----andandandand----conquerconquerconquerconquer strategystrategystrategystrategy

n PlugPlugPlugPlug----andandandand----play architectureplay architectureplay architectureplay architecturen PlugPlugPlugPlug----andandandand----play architectureplay architectureplay architectureplay architecture
n Avoid pipeline architecture Avoid pipeline architecture Avoid pipeline architecture Avoid pipeline architecture where possiblewhere possiblewhere possiblewhere possible

¨ Apply Machine Learning with “justifiable” featuresApply Machine Learning with “justifiable” featuresApply Machine Learning with “justifiable” featuresApply Machine Learning with “justifiable” features

n Assumptions:Assumptions:Assumptions:Assumptions:
¨ Each element of H (word, phrase, predicate) is explained by one Each element of H (word, phrase, predicate) is explained by one Each element of H (word, phrase, predicate) is explained by one Each element of H (word, phrase, predicate) is explained by one 

element of T  (may require representing T differently). element of T  (may require representing T differently). element of T  (may require representing T differently). element of T  (may require representing T differently). 
¨ Semantics is (largely) compositional: Semantics is (largely) compositional: Semantics is (largely) compositional: Semantics is (largely) compositional: we can determine entailment for we can determine entailment for we can determine entailment for we can determine entailment for 

element s of (T, H) individually, and integrate them to  get the global element s of (T, H) individually, and integrate them to  get the global element s of (T, H) individually, and integrate them to  get the global element s of (T, H) individually, and integrate them to  get the global 
label for the entailment pair.label for the entailment pair.label for the entailment pair.label for the entailment pair.
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CCG TE System: Approach

n Develop and apply Similarity Metrics for semantic elements Develop and apply Similarity Metrics for semantic elements Develop and apply Similarity Metrics for semantic elements Develop and apply Similarity Metrics for semantic elements 
annotated by standard NLP resourcesannotated by standard NLP resourcesannotated by standard NLP resourcesannotated by standard NLP resources
¨ Named Entity, Numerical Quantity, Semantic Role, Shallow Parse Named Entity, Numerical Quantity, Semantic Role, Shallow Parse Named Entity, Numerical Quantity, Semantic Role, Shallow Parse Named Entity, Numerical Quantity, Semantic Role, Shallow Parse 

chunks; others in developmentchunks; others in developmentchunks; others in developmentchunks; others in development
¨ Allow Allow Allow Allow encapsulationencapsulationencapsulationencapsulation and and and and modular incorporation of background modular incorporation of background modular incorporation of background modular incorporation of background 

knowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledge
Compare two constituentsCompare two constituentsCompare two constituentsCompare two constituents (generated from a specific (generated from a specific (generated from a specific (generated from a specific ¨ Compare two constituentsCompare two constituentsCompare two constituentsCompare two constituents (generated from a specific (generated from a specific (generated from a specific (generated from a specific 
analysis source); return a analysis source); return a analysis source); return a analysis source); return a real number real number real number real number [[[[----1, 1]1, 1]1, 1]1, 1]
(oppositional (oppositional (oppositional (oppositional –––– not comparable not comparable not comparable not comparable –––– similar)similar)similar)similar)

n Use Use Use Use similarity metrics similarity metrics similarity metrics similarity metrics to resolve local entailment decisionsto resolve local entailment decisionsto resolve local entailment decisionsto resolve local entailment decisions
n No guarantees that outputs are scaled No guarantees that outputs are scaled No guarantees that outputs are scaled No guarantees that outputs are scaled –––– e.g. 0.8 may mean e.g. 0.8 may mean e.g. 0.8 may mean e.g. 0.8 may mean 

‘low similarity’ for NE, ‘nearly identical’ for lexical metric‘low similarity’ for NE, ‘nearly identical’ for lexical metric‘low similarity’ for NE, ‘nearly identical’ for lexical metric‘low similarity’ for NE, ‘nearly identical’ for lexical metric
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In fact, deciding exactly what we wanted from alignment turned out to be a much bigger problem than we thought. Today, I would like to share the insights we gained about alignment from our work on RTE. 



John Smith bought three cakes and two oranges

John bought two oranges

Alignment in RTE: Lexical Level
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n But which decisions are relevant to global label? Many But which decisions are relevant to global label? Many But which decisions are relevant to global label? Many But which decisions are relevant to global label? Many 
possible comparisons, when all constituents consideredpossible comparisons, when all constituents consideredpossible comparisons, when all constituents consideredpossible comparisons, when all constituents considered

n ààààUse Use Use Use alignment as basis for inferencealignment as basis for inferencealignment as basis for inferencealignment as basis for inference; select ‘relevant’ local ; select ‘relevant’ local ; select ‘relevant’ local ; select ‘relevant’ local 
decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions

In this example, compare numerical entities with a metric…
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Outline: Alignment in Textual Entailment

n What is Alignment?What is Alignment?What is Alignment?What is Alignment?

n Models of Alignment/Previous workModels of Alignment/Previous workModels of Alignment/Previous workModels of Alignment/Previous work

n CCG RTECCG RTECCG RTECCG RTE

n Results and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and Conclusions
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Start from alignment as entailment: what alignment would need to look like.Is it even possible to go in the other direction?-- probably, only if alignment is hidden variable/consider multiple alignments.



John Smith bought three cakes and two oranges

Alignment in RTE: Lexical Level

n Alignment: a mapping from elements in the Hypothesis to Alignment: a mapping from elements in the Hypothesis to Alignment: a mapping from elements in the Hypothesis to Alignment: a mapping from elements in the Hypothesis to 
elements in the Textelements in the Textelements in the Textelements in the Text

John bought two oranges
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Example of alignment… a mapping from elements of H to elements of T. 



Alignment is Useful for Machine Learning in RTE

n Machine LearningMachine LearningMachine LearningMachine Learning approaches provide approaches provide approaches provide approaches provide muchmuchmuchmuch----needed needed needed needed 
robustness robustness robustness robustness for NLP tasksfor NLP tasksfor NLP tasksfor NLP tasks

n RTE data sets are small, RTE data sets are small, RTE data sets are small, RTE data sets are small, given complexity of problemgiven complexity of problemgiven complexity of problemgiven complexity of problem
n Global, 2Global, 2Global, 2Global, 2---- or 3or 3or 3or 3----class label on each pairclass label on each pairclass label on each pairclass label on each pair
n We would like to resolve entailment by We would like to resolve entailment by We would like to resolve entailment by We would like to resolve entailment by combining local combining local combining local combining local 

decisions decisions decisions decisions (e.g. word(e.g. word(e.g. word(e.g. word----level, phrase level); level, phrase level); level, phrase level); level, phrase level); but *which* but *which* but *which* but *which* decisions decisions decisions decisions (e.g. word(e.g. word(e.g. word(e.g. word----level, phrase level); level, phrase level); level, phrase level); level, phrase level); but *which* but *which* but *which* but *which* 
decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions????

n Alignment can be used to select a subset of the many Alignment can be used to select a subset of the many Alignment can be used to select a subset of the many Alignment can be used to select a subset of the many 
possible comparisons, and thereby possible comparisons, and thereby possible comparisons, and thereby possible comparisons, and thereby augments global label augments global label augments global label augments global label 
with (proxy for) finerwith (proxy for) finerwith (proxy for) finerwith (proxy for) finer----grained structure; grained structure; grained structure; grained structure; can be used…can be used…can be used…can be used…
¨ …to determine active features…to determine active features…to determine active features…to determine active features
¨ …to generate labels for local classifiers…to generate labels for local classifiers…to generate labels for local classifiers…to generate labels for local classifiers
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Why do we *need* alignment in RTE?FIX: Change “propagate” to “supplement” – providing structure of local match decisions



John Smith bought three cakes and two oranges

John bought two oranges

Alignment in RTE: Lexical Level

John Smith bought three cakes and two oranges

John bought three oranges
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Alignment at lexical level works reasonably well as decision maker – until it doesn’t…



John told his counselor he needed a job. 

A counselor needed a job. 

Alignment in RTE: Parse level
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John told his counselor John needed a job. 

A counselor needed a job. 

his counselor

Can try to fix the problem by using structure –e.g. dependency structure.  But this introduces new problems.Here, we can use coref to fill in the missing information.-- add animation linking ex.2 to first ‘x’ – to indicate it is not a new example, just a coref-resolved exampleBut what if coref makes a mistake? For that matter, what if dependency structure is erroneous?-- add animation with incorrect coref?



Models of Alignment in RTE (Previous Work)

n Alignment as entailment discriminator: Alignment as entailment discriminator: Alignment as entailment discriminator: Alignment as entailment discriminator: 
e.g. Zanzotto et al. (2006)e.g. Zanzotto et al. (2006)e.g. Zanzotto et al. (2006)e.g. Zanzotto et al. (2006)
¨ Use lexical matching + parse tree similarity measure to build ‘best’ Use lexical matching + parse tree similarity measure to build ‘best’ Use lexical matching + parse tree similarity measure to build ‘best’ Use lexical matching + parse tree similarity measure to build ‘best’ 

match graph for entailment pairsmatch graph for entailment pairsmatch graph for entailment pairsmatch graph for entailment pairs
¨ Allows robustness against parse errors, minor variations in structureAllows robustness against parse errors, minor variations in structureAllows robustness against parse errors, minor variations in structureAllows robustness against parse errors, minor variations in structure
¨ Use interUse interUse interUse inter----pair graph similarity measure to determine entailmentpair graph similarity measure to determine entailmentpair graph similarity measure to determine entailmentpair graph similarity measure to determine entailment
¨ “Alignment As Entailment”“Alignment As Entailment”“Alignment As Entailment”“Alignment As Entailment”

n Alignment as feature selector: Alignment as feature selector: Alignment as feature selector: Alignment as feature selector: 
e.g. de Marneffe et al. (2007), Hickl et al. (2006)e.g. de Marneffe et al. (2007), Hickl et al. (2006)e.g. de Marneffe et al. (2007), Hickl et al. (2006)e.g. de Marneffe et al. (2007), Hickl et al. (2006)
¨ Infer alignment over words/phrases in entailment pairsInfer alignment over words/phrases in entailment pairsInfer alignment over words/phrases in entailment pairsInfer alignment over words/phrases in entailment pairs
¨ Extract features from aligned constituents, train entailment classifierExtract features from aligned constituents, train entailment classifierExtract features from aligned constituents, train entailment classifierExtract features from aligned constituents, train entailment classifier
¨ “Alignment as Filter”“Alignment as Filter”“Alignment as Filter”“Alignment as Filter”
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Analogy between previous examples and these works is oversimplified, but gets the gist of the problem these works try to addressOur work more closely resembles Alignment as Filter – which was our intent; but when we discussed implementation, we ran into conceptual problems.



Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”Approaches to “Alignment As Filter”
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John Smith said he bought three cakes and two oranges

Shallow Alignment as Focus Of Attention

n Pick a “good” shallow alignment (possibly, highest scoring Pick a “good” shallow alignment (possibly, highest scoring Pick a “good” shallow alignment (possibly, highest scoring Pick a “good” shallow alignment (possibly, highest scoring 
matches)matches)matches)matches)

n Use these to query deeper structureUse these to query deeper structureUse these to query deeper structureUse these to query deeper structure

John bought two oranges

John Smith said Jane bought three cakes and two oranges

John bought three oranges
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Thinking about making the entailment decision based on an alignment, one possibility is to start with shallow alignment, then do deeper inference (using structure) to make entailment decision. 



John Smith said he bought three cakes and two oranges

Using Structure as Focus Of Attention

n Find best structural match; base entailment results on Find best structural match; base entailment results on Find best structural match; base entailment results on Find best structural match; base entailment results on 
results of shallow comparison resourcesresults of shallow comparison resourcesresults of shallow comparison resourcesresults of shallow comparison resources

John bought two oranges

John Smith said Jane bought three cakes and two oranges

John bought three oranges
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Another solution: use predicate-argument structure to identify what *should* be aligned; then use shallow -- could motivate with contradiction assumption



Some Questions

n It seems we have a choice: It seems we have a choice: It seems we have a choice: It seems we have a choice: 
¨ Find a shallow alignment, and then rely on subsequent stages to Find a shallow alignment, and then rely on subsequent stages to Find a shallow alignment, and then rely on subsequent stages to Find a shallow alignment, and then rely on subsequent stages to 

model the structural constraint.model the structural constraint.model the structural constraint.model the structural constraint.

OROROROR
¨ Use the structural constraint to inform the shallow alignment. Use the structural constraint to inform the shallow alignment. Use the structural constraint to inform the shallow alignment. Use the structural constraint to inform the shallow alignment. 

n Is one of the two approaches preferable?Is one of the two approaches preferable?Is one of the two approaches preferable?Is one of the two approaches preferable?n Is one of the two approaches preferable?Is one of the two approaches preferable?Is one of the two approaches preferable?Is one of the two approaches preferable?
¨ Mistakes in shallow alignment Mistakes in shallow alignment Mistakes in shallow alignment Mistakes in shallow alignment àààà problem inferring structural problem inferring structural problem inferring structural problem inferring structural 

constraint.constraint.constraint.constraint.
n There may be many ‘good’ shallow alignments…There may be many ‘good’ shallow alignments…There may be many ‘good’ shallow alignments…There may be many ‘good’ shallow alignments…

¨ Errors in deep structure Errors in deep structure Errors in deep structure Errors in deep structure àààà problem selecting correct local decisionproblem selecting correct local decisionproblem selecting correct local decisionproblem selecting correct local decision
¨ Other preprocessing errors Other preprocessing errors Other preprocessing errors Other preprocessing errors –––– e.g. Coreference e.g. Coreference e.g. Coreference e.g. Coreference –––– will propagate will propagate will propagate will propagate 

either wayeither wayeither wayeither way

n Can we avoid these problems?Can we avoid these problems?Can we avoid these problems?Can we avoid these problems?
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CCG RTECCG RTECCG RTECCG RTECCG RTECCG RTECCG RTECCG RTE
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Multiple alignments at multiple granularities

n Intuition: Intuition: Intuition: Intuition: exploit differences/agreements between different exploit differences/agreements between different exploit differences/agreements between different exploit differences/agreements between different 
viewsviewsviewsviews of the entailment pair; avoid canonizationof the entailment pair; avoid canonizationof the entailment pair; avoid canonizationof the entailment pair; avoid canonization

n Accommodates analysis at Accommodates analysis at Accommodates analysis at Accommodates analysis at different granularitiesdifferent granularitiesdifferent granularitiesdifferent granularities

n Resources with comparable scores can compete with each Resources with comparable scores can compete with each Resources with comparable scores can compete with each Resources with comparable scores can compete with each 
other other other other –––– pick the “best”pick the “best”pick the “best”pick the “best”other other other other –––– pick the “best”pick the “best”pick the “best”pick the “best”
¨ e.g. Words, Multie.g. Words, Multie.g. Words, Multie.g. Words, Multi----word Expressions, Phrasal Verbsword Expressions, Phrasal Verbsword Expressions, Phrasal Verbsword Expressions, Phrasal Verbs

n Unscaled resources occupy different alignments (SRL, NE)Unscaled resources occupy different alignments (SRL, NE)Unscaled resources occupy different alignments (SRL, NE)Unscaled resources occupy different alignments (SRL, NE)

n Metrics can return negative numbers; use magnitude in Metrics can return negative numbers; use magnitude in Metrics can return negative numbers; use magnitude in Metrics can return negative numbers; use magnitude in 
alignments, preserve negative edge labelalignments, preserve negative edge labelalignments, preserve negative edge labelalignments, preserve negative edge label
¨ May be useful for contradiction featuresMay be useful for contradiction featuresMay be useful for contradiction featuresMay be useful for contradiction features
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SRL annotation is 90% accurate on core arguments; for large predicates, one argument on average is wrong, even without allowing for domain adaptation



Jane
buy

three  cakes two orangesJohn Smith

say

Multiple Alignments for RTE

[#: 3] [unit: cake] [#:2] [unit:orange]

[PER] John Smith [PER] JaneNE

NUM

SRL
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T: John Smith said Jane bought three cakes and two oranges

H: Jane bought three oranges

Jane buy three oranges

[#:3][unit: orange]

[PER] Jane

SRL

NUM

NE

Idea here is that may have multiple resources that apply to a single span; don’t want to commit to one ahead of time, because other decisions may give us some information (“purposeful inference”)e.g. use NQ – high precision, low recall – as a filter feature�FIX: need a better example: show error in one view, and how mv mitigates it-- if noisy, errors weakened by other views chance of correctness; if very bad, features carry no weight



Learning from Multiple Alignments

n Extract features based on individual alignments Extract features based on individual alignments Extract features based on individual alignments Extract features based on individual alignments 
n Can use highCan use highCan use highCan use high----precision, lowprecision, lowprecision, lowprecision, low----recall resources as filter featuresrecall resources as filter featuresrecall resources as filter featuresrecall resources as filter features
n Typical match features within alignments Typical match features within alignments Typical match features within alignments Typical match features within alignments –––– e.g. proportion of tokens e.g. proportion of tokens e.g. proportion of tokens e.g. proportion of tokens 

matchedmatchedmatchedmatched

n Extract features based on Extract features based on Extract features based on Extract features based on agreement, disagreement agreement, disagreement agreement, disagreement agreement, disagreement between between between between 
different alignmentsdifferent alignmentsdifferent alignmentsdifferent alignmentsdifferent alignmentsdifferent alignmentsdifferent alignmentsdifferent alignments
¨ E.g. PredicateE.g. PredicateE.g. PredicateE.g. Predicate----Argument, Numerical QuantitiesArgument, Numerical QuantitiesArgument, Numerical QuantitiesArgument, Numerical Quantities

n Allows graceful degradation if some resources are unreliable; Allows graceful degradation if some resources are unreliable; Allows graceful degradation if some resources are unreliable; Allows graceful degradation if some resources are unreliable; 
learner assigns low weights to corresponding featureslearner assigns low weights to corresponding featureslearner assigns low weights to corresponding featureslearner assigns low weights to corresponding features
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Multiple Alignments ctd.

n Model each alignment as optimization problemModel each alignment as optimization problemModel each alignment as optimization problemModel each alignment as optimization problem
¨ Penalize distant mappings of neighboring constituents in H, TPenalize distant mappings of neighboring constituents in H, TPenalize distant mappings of neighboring constituents in H, TPenalize distant mappings of neighboring constituents in H, T

(proxy for deep structure (proxy for deep structure (proxy for deep structure (proxy for deep structure –––– favor chunk alignment)favor chunk alignment)favor chunk alignment)favor chunk alignment)
¨ Constraints: each token in H can be covered exactly once by an Constraints: each token in H can be covered exactly once by an Constraints: each token in H can be covered exactly once by an Constraints: each token in H can be covered exactly once by an 

aligned constituent; edge scores  must account for number of aligned constituent; edge scores  must account for number of aligned constituent; edge scores  must account for number of aligned constituent; edge scores  must account for number of 
constituents coveredconstituents coveredconstituents coveredconstituents covered

¨ Solve by Solve by Solve by Solve by brutebrutebrutebrute----force searchforce searchforce searchforce search¨ Solve by Solve by Solve by Solve by brutebrutebrutebrute----force searchforce searchforce searchforce search
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Feature Extraction

n Main types of features:Main types of features:Main types of features:Main types of features:
¨ Features assessing Features assessing Features assessing Features assessing quality of alignment in a given viewquality of alignment in a given viewquality of alignment in a given viewquality of alignment in a given view
¨ Features assessing Features assessing Features assessing Features assessing agreement between viewsagreement between viewsagreement between viewsagreement between views

n Quality of Alignment features:Quality of Alignment features:Quality of Alignment features:Quality of Alignment features:
¨ Proportion of constituents matched in Word, NE, SRL viewsProportion of constituents matched in Word, NE, SRL viewsProportion of constituents matched in Word, NE, SRL viewsProportion of constituents matched in Word, NE, SRL views
¨ “Distortion” of match pattern“Distortion” of match pattern“Distortion” of match pattern“Distortion” of match pattern¨ “Distortion” of match pattern“Distortion” of match pattern“Distortion” of match pattern“Distortion” of match pattern

n Agreement features:Agreement features:Agreement features:Agreement features:
¨ Proportion of token alignments agreeing with SRL constituent Proportion of token alignments agreeing with SRL constituent Proportion of token alignments agreeing with SRL constituent Proportion of token alignments agreeing with SRL constituent 

alignmentsalignmentsalignmentsalignments
¨ Negation of predicate in SRL relation matchNegation of predicate in SRL relation matchNegation of predicate in SRL relation matchNegation of predicate in SRL relation match

n Extension: Using Coreference:Extension: Using Coreference:Extension: Using Coreference:Extension: Using Coreference:
¨ Augment SRL predicatesAugment SRL predicatesAugment SRL predicatesAugment SRL predicates: add arguments using Coref chains: add arguments using Coref chains: add arguments using Coref chains: add arguments using Coref chains
¨ Introduces Introduces Introduces Introduces interinterinterinter----sentence structuresentence structuresentence structuresentence structure
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Results and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and ConclusionsResults and Conclusions
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Results

CorpusCorpusCorpusCorpus SystemSystemSystemSystem
BaselineBaselineBaselineBaseline No No No No 

NE*NE*NE*NE*
BasicBasicBasicBasic
NENENENE

No No No No 
WNWNWNWN

All*All*All*All* AllAllAllAll + + + + 
CorefCorefCorefCoref

RTE5RTE5RTE5RTE5
DevDevDevDev

0.628 0.640 0.623 0.647 0.648 0.6630.6630.6630.663

* Submitted runs had ~60 buggy alignments in dev test; 
results using non-buggy alignments shown here
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DevDevDevDev
RTE5 RTE5 RTE5 RTE5 
TestTestTestTest

0.600 0.629 0.633 0.603 0.644 0.6660.6660.6660.666

Two tables – one with bottom line, other with ablation



Conclusions
n Good improvement over ‘smart’ lexical baseline; Good improvement over ‘smart’ lexical baseline; Good improvement over ‘smart’ lexical baseline; Good improvement over ‘smart’ lexical baseline; 

not (yet) close to best system (73.5%)not (yet) close to best system (73.5%)not (yet) close to best system (73.5%)not (yet) close to best system (73.5%)
n Some further performance gain may be possible from Some further performance gain may be possible from Some further performance gain may be possible from Some further performance gain may be possible from 

tuning distance penalty in alignment optimization, tuning distance penalty in alignment optimization, tuning distance penalty in alignment optimization, tuning distance penalty in alignment optimization, 
additional featuresadditional featuresadditional featuresadditional features

n Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation Reasonable behavior in ablation 
n CoreferenceCoreferenceCoreferenceCoreference----based structure helps based structure helps based structure helps based structure helps –––– improves shallow improves shallow improves shallow improves shallow 

semantic matchsemantic matchsemantic matchsemantic match
n Possible utility from avoiding canonization (pipeline)Possible utility from avoiding canonization (pipeline)Possible utility from avoiding canonization (pipeline)Possible utility from avoiding canonization (pipeline)
n Multiple Alignment + Feature Extraction offers flexible Multiple Alignment + Feature Extraction offers flexible Multiple Alignment + Feature Extraction offers flexible Multiple Alignment + Feature Extraction offers flexible 

system, avoids shallowsystem, avoids shallowsystem, avoids shallowsystem, avoids shallowààààdeep, deepdeep, deepdeep, deepdeep, deepààààshallow problemsshallow problemsshallow problemsshallow problems
n Alignment + Metric approach seems promising as general Alignment + Metric approach seems promising as general Alignment + Metric approach seems promising as general Alignment + Metric approach seems promising as general 

framework for RTEframework for RTEframework for RTEframework for RTE
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Ed Hovy was interested in acquiring the knowledge we need; interested in breakdown of phenomena from RTE3, RTE4‘the only interesting cases are where knowledge is missing’ – need background knowledgeObvious missing point in my conclusions: need metrics that capture world knowledge PLUS means of re-representing text to make relations explicit; and we need the WORLD KNOWLEDGE ITSELF.


